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Abstract

We describe our modi�cations to the Ka�e Java
runtime to support transparent distribution of Java
threads and objects across multiple processors and ma-
chines. We also discuss the design of a shared object
system used by the Java runtime to provide trans-
parent object sharing to Java applications. Although
we also implemented a version for symmetric multi-
processors (SMPs), this paper focuses on a version
designed for networks of workstations (NOWs). We
describe our experiences and di�culties in modifying
Ka�e, and present some ideas on how to best construct
a distributed Java runtime system which includes sup-
port for transparent distributed threads and objects.
Finally, we present performance results based on micro
and application level benchmarks. These results show
that a single-threaded Java runtime can be converted
into a multi-thread distributed runtime without great
loss of performance. The results also however show
that the same issues arise with transparency, scala-
bility and performance as in any distributed parallel
system.

1 Introduction

Java [5] [8] is one of the fastest growing computer lan-
guages. This phenomenon is due in part to Java's
massive industry support. But it is also due to Java's
convenient language structures, libraries, and runtime
system. Because a Java program can be compiled into
a single set of bytecodes which will run on di�erent
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machines, and because the Java language has built-in
threading support, Java provides a natural platform
for distributed heterogeneous computing on networks
of workstations (NOWs) [1] and symmetric multipro-
cessors (SMPs).

We undertook this project with the vision of modi-
fying a Java runtime system to transparently execute
multithreaded Java programs across a single proces-
sor, an SMP, or a NOW. When a programmer starts a
thread in a Java program, that thread should be able
to run on any processor in the system, whether that
processor is on a remote computer or is the local pro-
cessor. Moreover, the programmer should not have to
explicitly specify whether a thread is remote or local.
Also, threads running on di�erent machines should be
able to share Java object data, and the Java synchro-
nization semantics for multiprocessing Java programs
(on an SMP or a NOW) should be the same as for Java
programs running on a single processor.

A distributed Java runtime system like the one we
have created enables many interesting parallel appli-
cations to be written quickly and easily in Java. This
enables large scale distributed computation for applica-
tions with light synchronization and inter-thread com-
munication needs; the canonical example is breaking
cryptography keys using a large number of Internet
clients. But the system that we envision will also sup-
port more classical parallel applications, such as ray
tracers and matrix multiplies, or sorts and searches.

We chose to construct this distributed Java runtime
system by modifying Ka�e1, a freely available Java
intepreter. We modi�ed Ka�e to run distinct Java

1Available at http://www.kaffe.org.
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Figure 1: System overview.

threads in distinct processes. These processes share
data through a shared object interface. These pro-
cesses can run on the same processor, on di�erent pro-
cessors on an SMP, or on di�erent machines in a NOW.
We also implemented a distributed locking system to
support Java's synchronization semantics across mul-
tiple machines.

To keep the project within the scope of a class
project, there are a number of challenges which we do
not attempt to address. Most notably, we do not try to
make sense of distributed I/O issues such as disk, dis-
play, and network access operations. Additionally, our
implementation does not perform any garbage collec-
tion on shared data, and does not use the Ka�e \just-
in-time" compiler for Java bytecodes. Finally, we do
not attempt to address the time-honored challenges of
dynamic load-balancing and thread migration.

Our performance evaluations show that our modi�-
cations work reasonably well. Microbenchmarks show
that our modi�ed virtual machine operations do not
add signi�cant overhead, and application level bench-
marks of some classical parallel applications show that
we can (with careful attention to the memory system)
obtain near linear speedup for small numbers of proces-
sors, with a constant factor performance degradation.
We present a brief review of other distributed Java

work in Section 2. Section 3 describes the design
and implementation of our changes to Ka�e and the
subsytems that we created to support a distributed
Java system. We discuss our experiences and prob-
lems modifying Ka�e in Section 4. Section 5 presents
measurement and analysis of the performance of our
modi�cations, and is followed by our conclusions on
how to build a better distributed Java runtime envi-
ronment in Section 6.

2 Related Work

There are several current approaches to implementing
a distributed Java system. The Java Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) [6] standard is a remote procedure
call mechanism that allows programmers to explic-
itly manage and distribute computation across multi-
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ple machines. RMI also supports heterogeneous plat-
forms through data conventions. In practice, RMI im-
plementations require a relatively high degree of pro-
gramming overhead { up to 66% more code for some
applications[9]. A distributed thread implementation
uses the built-in language constructs for threads, and
consequently requires less programming e�ort by ap-
plication developers.
JavaParty [9] allows programmers to annotate

threads and classes in Java code as \remote". It then
preprocesses the annotated code into regular Java code
that uses RMI to distribute objects and computation
across a network. JavaParty also allows programs to
access objects stored locally without the overhead of
RMI.
Javelin [3] provides an application level framework

for distributing computation over the Internet. It is es-
sentially a broker system where clients send tasks to a
broker; the broker then distributes the tasks to partic-
ipating computers. It does not leverage Java's built in
threading model, and provides a limited programming
model.
Java/DSM [13] is the system most similar to our

work. It too aims to provide a transparent distributed
Java runtime environment on heterogeneous comput-
ers. Java/DSM uses the TreadMarks [7] software
shared memory system to share memory and perform
synchronization; Java/DSM also performs data type
conversion and garbage collection across di�erent ma-
chines. According to [13], Java/DSM is also not a
complete distributed Java runtime: it does not fully
support I/O, and does not have location transpar-
ent threading. There is no information about how
Java/DSM implements distributed threads, nor are
there any reported performance measurements.
Our work di�ers signi�cantly from Java/DSM in

that we are using an object-based software shared
memory system that supports variable object sizes (see
Section 3.2). Because Java/DSM is built upon Tread-
Marks, it shares page sized chunks of data at a time.
Java/DSM does take extra steps to reduce overheads
due to page sharing, but there is no indication about
what sorts of penalties page sharing imposes upon the
Java/DSM system or how well the Java/DSM opti-

mizations work. Another di�erence between our work
and Java/DSM is that we provide location transparent
thread distribution.
A more detailed discussion of these distributed Java

systems and software shared memory systems can be
found in [4].

3 Design and Implementation

The salient parameters for any parallel Java runtime
are: how threading is implemented, how sharing of
objects is facilitated between these threads, if constant
pool objects and internal data structures are shared
objects, how garbage collecting is performed on these
objects, how I/O is performed, and �nally, the manner
and degree to which the bytecodes are processed to
accelerate the computation.
In attempting to answer the above questions, this

section describes the design and implementation of
our changes to the Ka�e interpreter to support dis-
tributed Java. We �rst describe how we distributed
and managed Ka�e's Java threads across multiple pro-
cessors and machines. We then discuss the options
available for implementing the software-based shared
memory system which allows those threads to com-
municate, and describe why we decided to implement
an object-based system. We discuss relevant aspects
of our shared memory implementations for SMP ma-
chines and NOWs. We conclude with an explanation
of how we partitioned Ka�e's internal data structures
and constant pools across multiple processors and the
shared memory. As was stated in the overview, we do
not attempt to address the issues of garbage collection,
I/O or bytecode translation.

3.1 Threading Design

We designed a new threading system to replace Ka�e's
built-in threading system. This new system executes
each thread in its own di�erent process, possibly on
di�erent machines.
Our high level model (Figure 1) is that there will be

multiple instances of Ka�e running. Some instances of
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Ka�e will execute threads started by other instances of
Ka�e; they in turn can start their own threads. When
executing a Java application, a main Ka�e instance will
start up. When it needs to start a thread, it send that
thread to a waiting Ka�e instance via a central thread
manager. This requires a pool of Ka�e instances wait-
ing to receive threads to work on. However, this is
conducive to the ideal distributed Java model! Com-
puters on a network can leave Ka�e instances running,
waiting for work. When someone starts a Java ap-
plication, its threads will be transparently distributed
across any waiting Ka�e instances.
Unmodi�ed Ka�e, however, implements Java

threads at user level in a single process on a signal
thread, in the \cthreads" manner. To emulate schedul-
ing interrupts, Ka�e installs a handler for the UNIX
alarm signal; when Ka�e is signalled, it switches its
stack to the next thread stack using assembly code,
reschedules the alarm, and returns from the alarm han-
dler.
We modi�ed Ka�e to activate a new process for each

new Java thread. A third alternative was to run a sin-
gle multithreaded instance of Ka�e on each machine
in a NOW, and keep track of which threads are lo-
cal and which threads are running in remote Ka�e in-
stances. However, this approach would have involved
excessively complicated changes to Ka�e (discussed in
Section 4.3). Also, while processes have more heavy-
weight startup times and contexts, a one-process-per-
thread approach has the advantage of having greater
compatibility across unix systems.
Our threading design consists of three parts: a

thread manager, thread clients, and thread servers.
The thread manager coordinates sending threads from
thread clients to thread servers. Thread clients initiate
thread execution using dt send thread(id). This call
tells the thread manager that it should start a thread
somewhere that executes the run method of the object
identi�ed by id. Thread servers call dt get thread(),
which waits for an object identi�er from the thread
manager. When the manager returns an object identi-
�er id to the server, the thread server executes the run
method of the object identi�ed by id. These calls are
summarized in Table 1.

dt send thread(id) Send the object identi�ed by
id to the thread manager;
manager will direct thread
server to execute the object's
run method.

id dt get thread() Recieve an object identi�er
from the thread manager;
this constitutes a promise
to execute that object's run

method.

Table 1: Distributed thread operations.

We modi�ed the Ka�e interpreter to run in two
modes. The �rst mode is the regular mode, where the
interpreter receives a class name from the command
line, and executes the main method of that class. The
second mode is the thread server mode. In this mode,
the interpreter initalizes its data structures and loops
forever, calling dt get thread on each loop iteration to
ask the thread manager for threads to run.

We created our own implementation of the Java
thread class so that when a Java program running in
Ka�e calls a thread object's start method, Ka�e will
make a dt send thread call with that object's identi-
�er. This call sends the object identi�er to the thread
manager, which forwards the indenti�er to a waiting
thread server.

The thread manager keeps two queues. One queue
holds the incoming object identi�ers, while the other
queue holds a list of thread servers waiting for a thread
to run. When a thread client sends an object identi-
�er to the thread manager, the manager sends that
identi�er to the �rst thread server listed in the thread
server queue, and removes that thread server from the
queue. If there are no thread servers waiting, the ob-
ject identi�er goes on the back of the object identi�er
queue. When a thread server requests an object identi-
�er from the thread manager, the manager returns the
�rst object identi�er on the object identi�er queue, and
removes it from the queue. If there are no object iden-
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ti�ers in the object identi�er queue, the thread man-
ager places the thread server on the back of the thread
server queue to wait for an object identi�er.
Our thread manager can support multiple dis-

tributed Java programs running simultaneously. Also,
because each Ka�e thread server continuously asks for
threads, each thread server may perform computation
for several di�erent applications over time.
An important part of any threading model is the syn-

chronization support provided. Our design leverages a
locking server which supports the acquiring and releas-
ing of locks over TCP/IP. This server is used to imple-
ment the basic synchronization primitives of Java. Ad-
ditionally, our system supports sequential consistency,
which can be useful in specifying the behaviour of the
system. We do not however recommend that programs
take advantage of these semantics, since they are not
gauranteed by the Java standard.

3.2 Software Shared Memory Design

The design of the software shared memory system was
motivated by the desire to share memory between mul-
tiple instances of the Ka�e interpreter. There are
two important determinant bases for classifying shared
memory systems: granularity and transparency. Our
system is �ne-grained but not transparent. A shared
memory system is �ne-grained if it allows the appli-
cation to tailor its basic unit of sharing to the under-
lying data structures. It is transparent if the process
to transform a non shared memory application into a
software shared memory application does not require
programmer intervention.
The Shasta system [11] is both transparent and �ne-

grained. It rewrites binary executables to transpar-
ently reimplement load and store instructions as nec-
essary. It customizes the size of the basic sharing unit,
and performs analysis so that memory on the stack is
not shared unnecessarily.
The SAM system [10] is �negrained but not trans-

parent. It requires the programmer to make semantic
changes in the actual application code.
An example of a coarse-grained and transparent

shared memory system is the TreadMarks page-based

system [7], which requires minimal changes to the ap-
plication code and works at the virtual memory man-
agement level. However, in these systems, the unit of
sharing is not related to the application, which causes
them to be prone to false sharing.
The software shared memory system which we im-

plemented is transparent to the Java application devel-
oper, but not to Ka�e, which uses it to implement Java
objects (i.e. the heap). (The stack and local variables
of the virtual machine are held locally, since they can
not be referenced by other threads according to the
Java standard.) It is an application level, �ne grained,
variable block size shared \object" system, where each
Java object can be located in its own discrete chunk of
shared memory. This attempts to prevent much false
sharing between di�erent Java objects used in di�erent
Java threads, and we believe leads to the best perfor-
mance results given the object-oriented nature of Java.
Given our project time constraints, we decided that
we could more successfully implement an application
level shared object system (as opposed to a transpar-
ent one); this is supported by the fact that we were
able to create two implementations of our shared ob-
ject system.
Our shared memory system supports shared read

and exclusive write access to variable sized objects,
or \chunks" of shared memory with sequential consis-
tency semantics. Each chunk of memory is identi�ed
by an opaque identi�er. Also, the semantics of the
data in the memory are completely controlled by the
application; our system does not enforce any structure
upon the bytes that it stores.
The interface to our system supports �ve client op-

erations (Table 2). Alloc(n) returns an identi�er to a
fresh chunk of n bytes of memory. Load(id) acquires
shared read access for the chunk of memory named by
id, and returns a pointer to a copy of the chunk's data
in local memory. Lock(id) acquires exclusive write ac-
cess for the chunk of memory named by id, and returns
a pointer to a copy of the chunk's data in local memory.
Release(id) relinquishes the client's access to the chunk
of memory named by id. If the chunk was accessed in
exclusive write mode, changes to the data are commit-
ted to the shared object system as necessary. All re-
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id alloc(n) Allocate and return name for a
new memory chunk of n bytes.

void *load(id) Load the chunk named by id for
shared read access; return pointer
to local copy of data.

void *lock(id) Load the chunk named by id

for exclusive write access; return
pointer to local copy of data.

release(id) Release the chunk named by
id from local memory; commit
data changes is necessary and
the chunk was acquired for write
access.

free(id) Delete the chunk named by id

from the system.

Table 2: Shared object system operations.

lease calls on a particular chunk must be preceded by a
corresponding load or lock call for that chunk. Free(id)
deletes the chunk named by id from the shared object
system; it is an error to delete a chunk if any client has
read or write access to the chunk.
Multiple clients can obtain shared read access to a

chunk of memory simultaneously. If a client gains ex-
clusive write access to a chunk, any following load or
lock calls on the chunk by other clients will block until
the chunk is available. If a client has shared read ac-
cess to a chunk, load calls on the chunk by other clients
will succeed immediately, while lock calls on the chunk
by other clients will block until the chunk is available
for exclusive write access. We also make the restric-
tion that a client can only access one chunk at a time,
whether for read or write access; this access is atomic.
Also, as discussed in Section 4.3, this atomicity con-
straint helps to ensure that our changes to the Ka�e
interpreter memory system do not create deadlocks.

3.2.1 SMP Implementation

We have produced two implementations of our software
shared memory system. The �rst implementation runs

on SMP systems, and supports sharing chunks of mem-
ory between di�erent processes running on the same
machine. We produced it to help start integrating and
testing our changes to Ka�e while we were still com-
pleting our NOW shared memory implementation.
In the SMP implementation, when clients get access

to a chunk they obtain a pointer directly to that chunk
in the UNIX shared memory region. Because of this,
our SMP shared object implementation can not enforce
the read/write constraints mandated by the interface,
except through client co-operation. Each client is an
instance of our modi�ed Ka�e Virtual Machine; con-
sequently we needed to ensure that our modi�ed Ka�e
implementation obeyed the read/write constraints for
the shared memory system.

3.2.2 NOW Implementation

Our implementation of the shared object system for
NOWs is more sophisticated. It consists of an object
server which communicates with client processes over
TCP, using a read-modify-invalidate protocol (Table
3) with write-back caching. For fast access to memory
chunks the clients cache memory chunks in a hash table
indexed by their opaque identi�er. This cache mirrors
a hardware shared memory cache except that it does
not su�er from conict or capacity misses.
Client processes can request a new memory chunk or

delete existing memory chunks from the server via the
new and delete messages respectively. Clients request
a memory chunk from the server using the readAccess
and writeAccessmessages for shared read and exclusive
write access respectively. When the server receives a
writeAccessmessage, three di�erent things can happen.
If any clients have shared read copies of the memory
chunk, the server sends invalidate messages to these
clients and returns the requested memory chunk to the
process requesting write access. Or, if a client has ex-
clusive write access to the requested chunk, the server
sends a ush message to the client with write access;
when the server receives a response to the ush mes-
sage with the modi�ed data, it returns the modi�ed
data to the new requester. If a client receives an inval-

idate or ush request for a memory chunk, it removes
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Client initiated messages

Message Response

new A fresh memory chunk name.
delete none
readAccess,
writeAccess

Memory chunk data.

die Possible ush messages, followed
by an okToDie message.

Server initiated messages

Message Response

invalidate none
ush Modi�ed object data
okToDie none

Table 3: SMP shared object implementation consis-
tency protocol messages.

that chunk from its cache. Finally, if no clients have
a copy of a memory chunk, then the server can sim-
ply respond to a writeAccess message with the memory
chunk data.

The server responds to a readAccess message in the
same way that it responds to a writeAccess message,
except that it does not need to send invalidate mes-
sages to clients who already have read access to the
memory chunk.

Flush responses are sent to the server on a \bypass"
TCP connection, separate from the regular server-
client message connection. This allows the server to
quickly receive ush responses from clients without
having to process all other outstanding client messages.

Finally, clients can send a die message to the server
before exiting; this causes the server to send a ush

message to the client for each memory chunk for which
the client has exclusive write access. When the client
responds to all the ush messages, the server sends it
a �nal okToDie message, which tells the client that it
is allowed to exit.

On each call into the client interface, the client pro-
cesses as many outstanding messages from the server as
possible. The client then sends a message to the server

if appropriate. Lock and load calls produce readAc-

cess and writeAccess messages respectively. Alloc and
free calls produce new and delete messages respectively.
The client interface does nothing for release calls, ex-
cept note that the relevant chunk can now be invali-
dated or ushed by the server. The client cannot re-
spond to ush or invalidate messages from the server
until the appropriate memory chunks have been freed
by the client program; since the client program cannot
lock or load more than one memory chunk at a time,
this is not a problem.

3.3 Virtual Machine Internals

Due to our decision to leverage the existing Ka�e vir-
tual machine, our design choices were signi�cantly lim-
ited and in some cases, determined, by the particulars
of the base implementation. One of these important
design choices was how to manage Ka�e's internal data
structures once the runtime became distributed.
There are three main sets of data structures that

are required by all threads running in a program on
the virtual machine (Figure 2). The �rst data struc-
ture is the Java constant pool; there is one constant
pool per Java class. The constant pool contains infor-
mation about the class, such as its name, �eld names
and types, method names, types and bytecode. The
constant pool also contains string, numeric, and other
constants for the class. String constants are used to
name functions called in the class method code: the
bytecode calls functions by name. Ka�e build its other
data structures by reading the constant pool; it also
caches various pointers to data inside the constant pool
after processing the method pool data.
The second data structure is the class data structure,

which represents a Java class. This structure points
to all the class's metadata: its method dispatch table,
information about its �elds, its superclass and interface
classes, and other miscellaneous information such as
the class name. Arrays are treated as a special case of
the class data structure.
Finally, there is the object data structure, which rep-

resents an instance of a Java object. This contains one
�eld, which points to the class method dispatch ta-
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struct Hjava_lang_class {

Hjava_lang_object head;

struct Hjava_lang_class *superclass;

/* constant pool */

struct _constants constants;

Field *fields;

struct _dispatchtable dtable;

struct Hjava_lang_class **interfaces;

};

struct Hjava_lang_Object {

struct _dispatchTable* dtable;

/* Data follows on immediately */

};

Figure 2: Essential Ka�e data structures.

ble; since the dispatch table points back to the class
data structure, this also allows Ka�e to associate each
object instance with its class metadata (Figure 3). Ob-
ject instance data follows the dispatch table pointer in
memory.
This taxonomy of data structures is further compli-

cated because of the semantics of the Java runtime.
There is an object instance associated with each Java
class; the class data structure contains an object data
structure within it.
We had originally planned to make all three of these

common data structures shared objects in our shared
object system. Unfortunately, this meant that we
would have had to change practically all of Ka�e's
pointer accesses into object references. This also would
have required us to analyze Ka�e's behaviour in order
to formulate a deadlock free locking strategy for data
structures that could be traversed by multiple instan-
tiations of Ka�e. Rather than rewrite the majority
of Ka�e, we decided on another plan, which involved
identifying the internal Ka�e data structures that ac-
tually absolutely had to be shared through the shared
memory system. We found that placing only object
instance data into the shared object system su�ced.
Each virtual machine would maintain its own private

dtable

class

object
instance

method
dispatch
table

class
metadata

data

Figure 3: The Ka�e object data structure.

instance of the constant pool data and class metadata.
The two issues raised by this choice are whether modi-
�cations to the constant pool will be reected in other
ka�e instantiations and whether the local references
(ie pointers) in the constant pool can some how end
up being passed to non-local interpreters. The �rst
issue is trivially solved because the constant pool is
never modi�ed. The second issue is solved because
constant pool objects and metadata are not generally
accessable directly by bytecode programs. The excep-
tion is string objects, which we must explicitly create
\shadow" global objects for when they are loaded onto
the Java execution stack. We assume that all the Ka�e
processes can access the same Java class �les, to load
class code and data.

We changed the Ka�e interpreter loop by modify-
ing the implementations of the relevant bytecodes to
use our opaque object references instead of C point-
ers to object data. We modi�ed the implementation
of the Java NEW bytecode to allocate objects from
our shared object system; all bytecodes that expect
object references, such as �eld stores and fetches, were
changed to load and release the object instance from
our shared objects system instead of following a mem-
ory pointer.

Three factors complicate the simple concept behind
this change. First, to create the Java runtime environ-
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ment, Ka�e allocates a large number of objects inter-
nally without allocating them through the implemen-
tation of the Java NEW bytecode. It expects to be
able to access these objects through a simple derefer-
ence of a pointer, and does so throughout the code.
Furthermore, some of these objects are referenced by
interpreted bytecodes in the runtime support libraries.
This means that Java objects encountered on the Java
stack in the interpreter loop could be either shared ob-
jects allocated in our shared object system, or objects
allocated locally. The code that implements a byte-
code must be able to tell if a Java object reference on
the stack is an opaque shared object identi�er, or if the
reference is a local memory pointer.
We used a \magic cookie" (or \magic number")

scheme to di�erentiate between local object references
and shared object references [12]. Each shared class
instance is represented locally with a modi�ed form
of the object data structure (Figure 4). This stucture
starts with a special, unique magic cookie value, and
contains the dispatch tables and corresponding shared
object id. The magic cookie value is an invalid ad-
dress and causes a segmentation fault when derefer-
enced, and is easily noticed in the debugger. In the
location where we store the magic cookie, the regular
object instance structure stores a pointer. The inter-
preter can thus easily determine what type of object
it is processing. Furthermore, if somehow Ka�e gets
ahold of one of our non-local objects, it will cause a
segment fault and we can track it down and rework
the o�ending code.
Object references stored in object �elds are also han-

dled simlarly. We assume that any shared object con-
tains only opaque references (identi�ers) to shared ob-
jects, and that locally allocated object contains only
local object object references. In practice this inabil-
ity to mix object types is not very limiting, since most
of the \dirty" objects that Ka�e creates are not access-
able in the namespace of a user program.
The second main complication is that Ka�e expects

to �nd the class metadata for a particular object in-
stance by following the dispatch table pointer stored at
the top of the object instance. But it is not possible to
share local dispatch table pointers for a shared object

#define kMagicCookieValue 0xCAFE0001

struct mbt_Hjava_lang_Object;

{

jint magicCookie;

struct _dispatchTable *dtable;

sob_id sobId;

/* Data follows on immediately */

};

Figure 4: Modi�ed Ka�e object data structure.

instance across di�erent Ka�e processes; we need a dif-
ferent way to associate shared objects with their class
metadata. Our solution is to expand the shared object
system client interface to let us associate a class name
(stored as an object itself) with each shared object
instance. When operating on local objects, the modi-
�ed bytecode implementations can directly access the
object's dispatch table pointer. When operating on
shared objects, the bytecode implementations can �nd
the object's class name from the shared object inter-
face (a local hashtable can be used to speed up this
process) and use this name to lookup the dispatch ta-
ble of the class. The pointer to this dispatch table is
cached in the modi�ed object structure.

The third problem with our modi�cation of Ka�e's
bytecode implementations is native method support.
Most of Ka�e's Java runtime support is implemented
using native methods (written in C) that are called by
the Ka�e interpreter. This code relies on the layout
of the Ka�e data structures, especially Ka�e's repre-
sentation of Java objects. By changing the represen-
tation of some Java objects, we introduce the possi-
bility that some native methods will try to access an
object pointer that is really a shared object identi�er.
In general, native methods deal with machine-speci�c
resources such as I/O operations. In our original pro-
posal, we stated that we would not be attempt in our
timeframe to support machine-speci�c resources such
as I/O capabilities. Consequently, we avoid the prob-
lems associated with native methods by disallowing
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I/O operations and other calls that might require na-
tive method support except for threading (discussed
in Section 3.1). For practical reasons, we did put in
place a bytecode combination which will temporarily
cause our implementation of Ka�e to create local ob-
jects instead of shared objects. This allows us to call
functions (like System.Out) which thunk down to na-
tive functions. Use of this feature is at best a risky
endeavour, and only recommended as a last resort.

4 The Ka�e Experience

Changing the memory and threading semantics of any
application are two of the most di�cult modi�cations
that can be undertaken. As we mentioned previously,
many of our design choices in modifying Ka�e were
constrained by our ability to �nd suitable hooks into
the Ka�e system. There were three main types of prob-
lems that made it hard to modify Ka�e: our modi�-
cations were not in any way anticipated by the Ka�e
designers; poor software engineering practices within
Ka�e; and system complexities of Ka�e and the Java
runtime system that Ka�e implements. We discuss
those problems in this section, as well as some issues
in measuring the e�ort required to change Ka�e.

4.1 Unanticipated Modi�cations

Not only was the Ka�e program itself designed to run
in a single address space2, but the Java runtime envi-
ronment that Ka�e implements was designed to reside
in single address space. Our intent was to modify Ka�e
to implement a Java runtime environment that could
span multiple address spaces and machines.
In Ka�e, all Java objects and runtime constructs are

implemented as C data structures, including transpar-
ent pointers; there is no clear way to map these sorts
of structures into a shared address space with the se-
mantics described in Section 3.2.
Systems that are meant to run across multiple ad-

dress spaces are carefully designed to be distributed
across more than one address space; the Java runtime

2This is a reasonable assumption for a program to make.

environment implemented by Ka�e was not. Never-
theless, we succeeded in leveraging the Java language
semantics that Ka�e implements to successfully change
the address space model of the Ka�e system, although
with much pain.
While Ka�e appears to attempt to support native

threads, we are not certain that Ka�e is actually thread
safe for multiprocessing threads, and the designers cer-
tainly did not anticipate a distributed threads imple-
mentation. The built-in thread package that Ka�e uses
runs all Java threads and Ka�e code sequentially in a
single process. We have not seen any successful edi-
tions of Ka�e using a multiprocessing threads package,
and the version of Ka�e which we are modifying does
not come close to supporting such a package.

4.2 Poor Software Engineering Prac-

tices

Another di�culty that we encountered while modi-
fying Ka�e was coping with the poor software engi-
neering practices employed by the Ka�e implementors.
These are some of the most serious problems:

Documentation There is no design documentation
for Ka�e which describes the overall design phi-
losophy, module layout, or interfaces. The clos-
est approximation to documentation is the Ka�e
mailing list, which contains technical discussions
on bugs in Ka�e, patches, and other assorted com-
ments.

Lack of Abstraction The Ka�e system does not
make very good use of abstraction, nor does it
have very good interfaces between modules. For
instance, Ka�e's garbage collection, locking and
threading modules would be ideal candidates for
abstract interfaces, through which the rest of
Ka�e handles locking and threading. Indeed, the
Ka�e sources are organized in a way that sug-
gests that threading and locking are handled by
self-contained modules and sets of functions and
macros that can be replaced. However, the locking
and threading data structures are often manipu-
lated directly througout the Ka�e program. As a
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#define CHECK_NULL(_i, _s, _n) \

cbranch_ref_const_ne((_s), 0, \

reference_label(_i, _n)); \

softcall_nullpointer(); \

set_label(_i, _n)

/* broken usage: */

if (foo)

CHECK_NULL(bar, baz, bak);

else

do_something();

Figure 5: A bad macro in Ka�e. This macro may not
work correctly when used in an if statement because
the compiler is unable to know how the macro should
be used.

result, changes in either of these modules must be
propagated throughout the entire Ka�e program.
In fact, we were unable to even remove the default
threading and garbage collection code from Ka�e
after three days of hacking. Instead, we ended
up making surgical changes to these sections (set
context switch quantum to in�nity, never garbage
collect) which allow these modules to continue to
execute without interfering with our replacement
modules. Because of this, we were grudgingly
forced to leave the existing Java Thread class in
place. The programmer must instead derive their
threads from our RThread class, which implements
the same start method as the Thread class. We
had similar problems with the locking and excep-
tions mechanisms.

Bad Use of Macros Ka�e uses macros extensively,
both to try and create interfaces and to reduce
typing. These macros are used inconsistently
throughout Ka�e, are undocumented, and con-
tribute heavily to code obfuscation. Often, the
macros have cryptic names which, when combined
with the lack of documentation, make understand-
ing the Ka�e code extremely di�cult. The macros

are often used recursively, or are contructed in
ways that make them hard to use correctly (Fig-
ure 5). Finally, and most egregiously, Ka�e uses
macros which have side e�ects on local variables
that are not listed as parameters in the macro
call. This means that to understand a piece of
Ka�e code with macros in it, we have to locate
the implementation of every macro to understand
the actual e�ects of the macro and then �nally the
e�ects of the code itself. Recursive grep became
our friend.

4.3 Complexities and Limitations in

the Ka�e Runtime System

The third di�culty we encountered while modifying
Ka�e is the complexity of the Java runtime system
that Ka�e implements. The Java Virtual Machine is
not completely speci�ed; also, there are some inconsis-
tencies and errors in the Java Virtual Machine speci�-
cation which complicate the Ka�e implementation [2].
For instance, in Java, every class is associated with an
object instance that contains information about that
class. But every object instance must also be associ-
ated with a class. Thus there is a circularity prob-
lem when loading the root of the Java class hierarchy,
Java.lang.Object, which must be resolved by special
handling in the Ka�e interpreter [2].
Even the parts of the Java runtime environment

which are completely speci�ed are complex and hard to
understand. When Ka�e initializes its run time envi-
ronment, it has to construct and initialize many objects
to support threads, I/O, strings, and other various as-
pects of the Java programming environment. How-
ever, Ka�e implements many parts of this system with
native code, so the Ka�e initialization sequence is a
mixture of Java interpretation, native functions, Java
resource allocation, and resource allocation by Ka�e.
Because of this, there are many complex and fragile in-
terdependencies which must be accommodated by our
changes to Ka�e. Since there is no documentation for
the Ka�e design, �nding out which parts of the run-
time are implemented as native code and which parts
must be replaced is a tedious process.
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Base Ka�e code 20,116
SMP shared object code 1,548
NOW shared object code + distributed
thread support

3,194

Table 4: Total line counts for original Ka�e code and
for added support code. The Ka�e line count does
not include Java language library code, or the Ka�e
\just-in-time" compiler.

4.4 Evaluating the Di�culty of Change

It is hard to objectively evaluate the di�culty of
change to a piece of software. One commonly used
metric is the number of lines changed in the source
code; we present these �gures in Table 5. We also had
to implement memory and threading susbsystems from
scratch; the line counts for these subsystems are pre-
sented in Table 4, including the line counts for the base
Ka�e source code.

These line counts show that most of our e�ort in
actually changing the Ka�e code consisted of writing
new glue code and modifying a few hundred lines in
kaffe.def. However, these relatively small numbers
are misleading. The fact is that our changes required
us to understand the interaction between almost every
line of the base Ka�e source code, which is much more
work than is indicated in the tables.

5 Performance

To determine the performance of our change to the
Ka�e interpreter, we ran a set of microbenchmarks, as
well as two application-level benchmarks.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

We used a variety of microbenchmarks implemented
in Java to compare our modi�ed version of the Ka�e
interpreter (Ka�e-NOW) with the original version of
the interpreter (Ka�e-Ref). The Java code for these

�le add chg del orig new

exception.c 13 4 0 262 275
gc-inc.h 0 2 0 124 124
ka�e.def 859 226 46 3,273 4,086
support.c 19 10 0 424 443
thread.c 70 12 0 333 403
main.c 81 14 1 294 374
machine.c 33 12 1 235 267
New glue code 458 { { { 458
Total 1,533 280 48 4,945 6,431

Table 5: Source �le changes. The �rst three columns
of numbers show how many lines were added to each
�le, changed in each �le, and deleted from each �le.
The last two columns show how many lines each �le
contained before and after our changes respectively.
The line labelled \New glue code" describes new code
that was written to emulate many of Ka�e's internal
object accessor functions, but using the shared memory
subsytem instead.

benchmarks is listed in Appendix A, and the results
are presented in Table 6. These tests were designed
to look at the performance overhead incurred by our
shared object system.

We measured the times by modifying both versions
of the interpreter to obtain the microsecond value of
the system clock. When the program attempts to load
a special constant value into a stack variabl, the pro-
gram actual loads the system time. We can then per-
form calculations and print this time out from within
the Java program itself.

As the table shows, code which uses local or stack
storage, as well as arithmetic and control code experi-
ences little slowdown. The Ka�e-NOW times for writ-
ing and reading array references for cached arrays and
integer �elds for cached objects are surprisingly close to
the Ka�e-Ref times. The slowdowns come from added
function calls (to lock objects) and \cookie checks", as
well as other veri�cation code. Reading of references
are in general slower than writing because reading re-
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Benchmark NOW Ref Ratio

Empty Loop 108 106 1.01
New Object 29,135 1,750 16.65
Array Ref Write 279 223 1.25
Array Ref Read 372 190 1.96
Integer Field Write 587 393 1.49
Integer Field Read 590 366 1.61
Ref Field Write 597 281 2.12
Ref Field Read 1941 281 6.91
1 Int Field Write 1,999,994 223 8,968.58
1 Int Field Read 1,979,991 190 10,421.01
1 Ref Field Write 1,999,952 282 7,092.02
1 Ref Field Read 1,999,963 281 7,117.31

Table 6: Microbenchmark results. Times are in mi-
croseconds, and are for 100 operations. Benchmarks
marked with 1 are on uncached data. NOW is our
modi�ed implementation of Ka�e, while Ref is the un-
modi�ed Ka�e interpreter. Ratio is NOW/Ref.

quires that the types of the references be looked up
(it is as fast as it is due to use of memoization). The
reference �eld reading and writing tests slowdowns are
in fact due to repeated type lookups.

Since using distributed objects over a network adds
more complexity to the code, slowdowns can be ex-
pected for all heap data accesses in Ka�e-NOW. We
use a variety of caching mechanisms for objects and
their type information to minimize network commu-
nication; the table shows the drastic speed di�erence
between the cached and uncached memory operations.
It is clear that the time to access remote objects is
limited by the speed of the network and network pro-
tocols. Although there are some software solutions for
coping with less than desirable network performance,
our philosophy on this is that the improvement of these
network operations is orthogonal to our modi�cations
to Ka�e. Our implementation is modular enough that
the network interaction code could be easily swapped
out. Regardless, the best way to accelerate the net-
work operations would be to a more direct interface to

the network. A good start might be using UDP data-
grams instead of the more heavyweight TCP protocol.
More extreme measure could be taken. The Shasta [11]
project, for instance, provided the applications with di-
rect access to the network device.

5.2 Application Benchmark: RayTrace

For our application-level benchmark, we searched for
an application that had the following properties: it
was easily parallelizable; it was already written as an
existing Java program; and it was easily scalable to
di�erent sized tasks. We settled on a ray tracer, and
scoured the World-Wide-Web for publically available
ray tracer implementations. We �nally chose Ron Mer-
cer's implementation3.

We parallelized the ray tracer by distributing an
even number of scan-lines to each thread. We were able
to change the number of threads that the ray tracer
used, which allowed us to test the parallel implemen-
tation with di�erent numbers of processors. We also
settled upon using a 150x150 pixel image because it
took under 1 minute to compute on the regular Java
interpreter, while still giving meaningful performance
results. After removing the calls to the AWT (which
didn't seem to work under regular Ka�e anyways), we
ran the tests, varying the number of processors.

The results were extremely disappointing. It was
clear that we would not attain speedup on any num-
ber of processors! Closer examination of the code re-
vealed that the ray tracer allocated new vector objects
for the results of every vector arithmetic operation. As
a result, some 6 million objects were slated to be cre-
ated in the course of rendering the scene. As a result,
our system spent most of its time requesting new ob-
jects from the server. Worse yet, though, since we had
no garbage collection, the heap rapidly exploded. Fi-
nally, when the clients �nish, their default action is
to ush their object caches back to the server. This
resulted in the ushing of millions of memory objects
that would have normally been garbage collected. All
of these issues could have eventually been solved by

3http://www.cinenet.net/users/mercier/trace/jt.html
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our implementation. We could divide the namespace
of memory objects so that clients could allocate new
objects without notifying the server. If another client
requests that object, the server will know which client
to ask by looking at the object id. The memory proto-
cols would have become much more complex, however.
The clients could have been set to not ush their con-
tents when they end their task. This means however
that they must respond to ush events while they are
waiting for a new thread to run. Finally, a garbage
collector could be implemented to cull unused objects.
But this experience taught us a bit about distributed
Java. The �rst is that the increased ease of program-
ming that garbage collection provides (versus say C)
can easily make users less aware of how they are using
memory. This is deadly in an environment where ac-
cessing remote objects can take more time than reading
from a disk. The second is, a distributed garbage col-
lector will perform horribly if it attempts to pull in all
objects into one place to make garbage collection deci-
sions. Although we could have reworked (we actually
did rework it to prove it could be done) the ray tracer
code to improve its performance, we thought that it
stands better to leave this as an important reminder
that no matter how transparent and easy it is to pro-
gram a parallel system, making that system actually
have good performance is seldomly a transparent pro-
cess.

5.3 Application Benchmark: Matrix

Multiply

For our second application benchmark, we chose Ma-
trix Multiply. This one we coded ourselves, attempting
to minimize memory transactions as much as possible.
This test also falls under the \embarassingly parallel"
category. However, it gives us an indication of what
the overhead of our complete system is. The imple-
mentation was of the classic n-cubed algorithm. Ref-
erences to the quadrants of the matrices are passed to
thread objects which compute the result. The master
thread then assembles each of the result quadrants into
one array. The result matrix was composed of several
objects so that none of the compute threads thrashed

Threads Time Speedup

1 101s .584
2 51s 1.16
4 27s 2.19

Table 7: Speedups for parallel execution. Speedup is
relative to the reference implementation of Ka�e, with
one thread. Ka�e's threading is relatively lightweight,
so the times for di�erent numbers of threads were iden-
tical.

Threads Time Overhead

1 101s 0%
2 51s 1%
4 27s 6.5%

Table 8: Overheads for multiple thread on Ka�e-Now.
Overhead is de�ned as the deviance away from linear
speedup.

trying to share write access. The source matrices were
shared by all of the threads.
As Table 7 shows, the results were unsurprising. The

single threaded version showed slow downs due to the
extra code required for our distributed Java implemen-
tation. With two threads, we actually begin to witness
speedup, and with four we are running twice as fast.
As Table 8 shows, the overhead of parallization in-

creases with the number of processors. This appears to
be mostly due to contention on the server. This con-
tention could be reduced by using a distributed soft-
ware shared memory implementation.

6 Lessons

Although we were largely successful in building a dis-
tributed Java runtime environment, our conclusions
are derived from the extreme di�culties of modifying
Ka�e, and in the resulting fragility and complexity of
the system. If Ka�e was barely extensible, our system
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is probably impervious to change.
Our experience modifying Ka�e has led us to draw

this conclusion about building a distributed Java run-
time environment: there are enough complicated issues
that it may not be desirable or even feasible to modify a
regular Java interpreter (such as Ka�e) to provide sup-
port for distributed operations. The design of all ma-
jor subsystems, such as memory management, garbage
collection, locking, threading, and I/O, is so di�erent
for a distributed Java runtime that any modi�cations
to the code for a single machine implementation of a
Java runtime will not be able to use much of the exist-
ing code. Indeed, perhaps the only code that could be
re-used would be the main interpreter loop and some
of the data structure layout (but not implementation).
The basic structure of objects, classes, constant pools,
and method dispatch tables could be retained, but the
implementation and linking should be completely reim-
plemented so that these data structures reside in the
shared memory region. Essentially, one cannot success-
fully and elegantly implement the change that we chose
to make to Ka�e without completely reimplementing
a signi�cant fraction of the system. In this sense, it is
not a change but rather a complete reimplementaion
of the system.
Our experience has shown that the best way to pro-

duce a system that properly and completely imple-
ments a distributed Java runtime environment is to
carefully design and implement it from scratch. This
will produce a system that is more robust, more ex-
ible, and better performing. Also, if subsystems and
interfaces are designed properly, such a system could
support multiple implementations of software shared
memory and could be specialized to run on di�erent
implementations of shared memory systems without
having to change the rest of the system.
Other areas that would absolutely require consid-

erable thought and design e�ort to attain acceptable
performance would be the I/O system and garbage col-
lection.
Finally, it would be highly desirable for a distributed

Java system to take advantage of \just-in-time" compi-
lation. In addition to overcoming interpretation over-
head, it could be used to improve the distributed mem-

ory behaviour. For instance, it could be used to mini-
mize object type lookups, or to allocate objects locally
if their references are only propagated locally.

7 Conclusion

We have described our modi�cations to the Ka�e Java
runtime to support transparent distribution of Java
threads and objects across multiple processors and ma-
chines. We also discussed the design of a shared object
system used by the Java runtime to provide transpar-
ent object sharing to Java applications. We explained
our experiences and di�culties in modifying Ka�e. We
presented performance results based on micro and ap-
plication level benchmarks. These results show that a
single-threaded Java runtime can be converted into a
multi-thread distributed runtime without great loss of
single-threaded performance. The results also however
show that the same issues arise with transparency, scal-
ability and performance as in any distributed parallel
system. Finally, we presented some ideas on how to
best construct a Java runtime system which includes
support for transparent distributed threads and ob-
jects.

A Microbenchmark Code

For our microbenchmarks, we executed this code in
sequence in the Ka�e-Ref and Ka�e-NOW versions of
the interpreter. The pieces of code whose execution
was measured are labelled in boldface.
Classes:

class SmallObject

{

public int var1;

public int var2;

public SmallObject o;

SmallObject() {}

init() { o = new SmallObject(); }

}

Variables:
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int i, j;

SmallObject localObject;

SmallObject localArrayOfObject[]

= new SmallObject[100];

Empty Loop

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

}

New Object

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localObject = new SmallObject();

}

Array Write

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localArrayOfObject[i] = localObject;

}

Array Read

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localObject = localArrayOfObject[i];

}

Integer Field Write

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localObject.var1 = i;

localObject.var2 = i;

}

Integer Field Read

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

j = localObject.var1;

j = localObject.var2;

}

Setup Code

for (i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

so[i] = new SmallObject();

so[i].init();

}

flushCache();

localObject = localArrayOfObject[0];

Uncached Integer Field Read

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

j = localArrayOfObject[i].var1;

}

Setup Code

flushCache();

localArrayOfObject[0] = localObject;

Uncached Integer Field Write

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localArrayOfObject[i].var1 = j;

}

Cached Ref Field Write

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localArrayOfObject[i].o = localObject;

}

Cached Ref Field Read

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localObject = localArrayOfObject[i].o;

}

Setup Code

flushCache();

localArrayOfObject[0] = localObject;

Uncached Ref Field Write
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for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localArrayOfObject[i].o = localObject;

}

Setup Code

flushCache();

localArrayOfObject[0] = localObject;

Uncached Ref Field Read

for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

{

localObject = localArrayOfObject[i].o;

}
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